Webinar Presentations Posted

On December 6, 2023, the U.S. EPA Landfill Methane Outreach Program (LMOP) hosted a webinar with two LMOP Partners presenting about **options for electricity generation from landfill gas (LFG) at landfills that are remotely located or have a low LFG flow rate**.

**Vespene Energy** presented on its **innovative microgrid approach** to LFG energy projects which negates the need for the landfill to have a pipeline or grid connection to create revenue. Speakers provided an overview of the main components of a Vespene microgrid and project case studies.

**Qnergy** presented on its **proprietary flexible fuel generator** which provides a stand-alone and remote methane mitigating solution fueled directly at the landfill with raw, untreated LFG. The speaker summarized results from Qnergy’s recent landfill installations and discussed the advantages of applying this technology.

LMOP does not endorse or promote any one Partner over another, but rather shares information about technologies and innovations that are of interest to the LFG energy industry. Furthermore, EPA does not accept any responsibility for the opinions, ideas, data or products presented by non-EPA parties, or guarantee the validity of the information provided.

The **presentation slides and webinar recording are available** on the LMOP website.

If you have any topics you’d like to see a presentation on or would like to present on yourself during an LMOP event, please email lmop@epa.gov.
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